Abstract-With the rapid development of network-based services and functions, conventional "middleboxes" are not able to handle the more and more complicated network for their low flexibility and scalability. By decoupling functions from hardware, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) could work out those dilemmas efficiently. To consummate NFV in terms of both the overall and single node performance, problem like network functions placement especially within network nodes which is hardly mentioned in papers should also be emphasized. We choose Resource Pooling Switch Architecture (RPSA) [1] in this paper to act as application scenario to illustrate the problem of network functions placement within nodes. For this problem, we propose a heuristic algorithm called Modified Fiduccia-Mattheyses based Two Phase Algorithm (MFMTP) which considers the relevancy between server nodes to optimize the placement of network functions. To better show the performance of MFMTP, we set end-to-end throughput as metric. The simulation results show that this algorithm performs well in throughput and convergence.
INTRODUCTION
Network Functions (NFs), conventionally built in dedicated hardware, also known as "middleboxes", play an important role in modern network. They provide network with functions ranging from security ensurence (firewalls, IDS), traffic shaping (load balancer) to network performance improvement (WAN Optimizer, web proxy). However, the more complicated network for increasingly emerging applications not only exaggerates original disadvantages of "middleboxes" like high expenditure, but also reveals new problems. Misconfiguration, overload, or physical/electrical failure lead to middlebox failure from time to time, while upgradeability, flexibility and scalability are limited. Moreover, since middlebox hardware resources are now shared across multiple heterogeneous applications, large scale devices management is extremely difficult. Under such condition, NFV is proposed to address those problems. The main idea of NFV is to decouple network functions from physical equipment [2] . By doing so, components can be flexibly instantiated at NFV-enabled devices. This also makes it easier to dynamically scale network functions. At the same time, with the help of Service Function Chain (SFC) which could automatically form ordered chains of network functions and guide traffic to flow through such chains according to user requests, NFV enables network functions to run on different devices across multiple clouds to form a complete end-to-end service [2] - [5] .
Even though NFV has got quick development in both academe and industry, there still exist some challenges such as NFV orchestrator, resource management, inter-operability and performance of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) [2] . Among those challenges, network functions placement involving both network functions placement strategy and traffic steering is one of the most important one. To pursue multiple gains, different flows may share same VNF instances. This is a necessary strategy to improve resource utilization under normal condition. But when burst traffic comes, heavy load may occur on SFCs that are highly-demanded or that are waiting for special VNF instance resource occupied by others. Inappropriate network function placement does lead to flows suffering from competition, queuing and hence influence end-to-end flow performances, such as delay, jitter and loss rate [5] . Therefore, a powerful network functions placement strategy is necessary to deal with those challenges.
In recent years, many papers have paid attention to end-to-end network performance in terms of network functions, setting metrics such as shortest SFC path or least resource cost of network as goal. While few papers focus on the problem of network functions placement within nodes (E2 [6] redesigns connecting way between middleboxes and switch, but it does not solve the problem of network functions placement; Player [7] consists of inter-connected policy-aware switches into which middleboxes are plugged to guarantee traversal process of middleboxes, but it does not involve network functions placement). In network, single node itself carries on important functions and could influence overall network efficiency to a large extent. So it is necessary to improve single node performance.
In this paper, we will address network function placement within nodes by firstly introduce an appropriate node model as an appropriate application scenario to illustrate the problem. Then, for this architecture node, we will use optimization theory to model this problem to Binary
Integer Programming (BIP) and propose a heuristic algorithm called MFMTP to optimize functions placement. At the same time, by solving this problem, we will realize a completely closed loop of management and scheduling of switching nodes [1] . While other researches only address sub-problems [8] - [11] .
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce RPSA and illustrate the problem of network functions placement under it as well as an overview of the related work in section II. Section III is about the process of mathematical modeling. We discuss MFMTP algorithm and its time complexity in section IV. We present and analysis the simulation results in section V. Last, we conclude this paper with final remark and perspectives for future work.
II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

A. Motivation
Network functions placement within nodes is a general problem and many nodes model could be applied, among which RPSA is a good scenario. It utilizes global shared resource pool to provide different processing functionalities and capacities for different packets/flows. Essentially, compared with traditional switching architecture, RPSA separates specified functions from line card's pipeline and allocates them in Resource Pool (RP) that connects to Switch Fabric to provide flexible processing for packets in the form of SFC. In this paper, we only mention the main conceptions of it.
The working mechanism of RPSA is shown in Fig. 1 . When packets arrive at RPSA, essential functions such as legality and integrity verification are executed when passing through line card, as it used to be. Then, Classifier, based on matching rules, splits packets to different types among which those need specific functions processing are tagged to correspond to different SFCs in RP. So packet matches to its SFC firstly if needed instead of forwarding to the output port by destination address directly, such as IP and MAC. Here, Transport Ports (TPorts) connect to the line card and support users traffic IO. After matching, packets are scheduled to corresponding output ports. Some leave switch directly. For those entering RP through Function Ports (FPorts), as RP centralizes Network Function Instances (NFIs) that are VNFs running on servers through NFV, they could gain function processing according to requests. During this process, Manager is expected to control the whole process, including management of NFs, Service Function Path (SFP) management, and packet scheduling management. The latter two problems have been described in detail in literature In terms of management of NFs, a good network function placement strategy lies the foundation for it. We know from existing researches [8] - [14] that SFC improves network efficiency by steering traffic to flow through network functions in particular order, but itself has some potential performance problems especially faced with burst traffic. Main problems are due to sharing mechanism of SFC--to increase resource utilization, different SFCs usually share one NFI. This is an advantage of SFC under common condition. But when it comes to burst traffic, as different SFCs have to queue for same NFIs, competition and delay would incur. And that some traffic holding higher priority definitely exaggerates suffering delay, block and loss rate of others. Considering this, network functions placement problem including how many NFIs of one NF are instantiated, how to place them in best location and how to steer traffic to flow through the most efficient path is very important.
When it comes to RPSA, each server in RP has an Agent to interact with Manager through out-of-band channel. So Manager could obtain real-time state and processing ability of each NFI in the whole system and packets could correspond to the most suitable SFCs with Manager assigning direction to Classifier to instruct its tagging and encapsulating process. An efficient network functions placement could strengthen packets scheduling and facilitate NFs management. Because with real-time feedback, Manager could deploy NFIs and expand network functions better according to requests. In RPSA, how to place network functions on corresponding servers and steer the traffic is a complete network functions placement problem. This is why we choose it as a model to represent general scenarios of network functions placement within nodes.
According to this structure, there are many optimizing goals in network function placement. Such as least number of server nodes, least resource assumption or least delay in term of traffic flowing through network functions processing. Among them, whether realizing least inter-traffic volume between Switch Fabric and RPSA is the best metric to measure the efficiency of network functions placement in this paper. Because when a SFC is placed on less number of servers, flows between Switch Fabric and RP is simpler, which is benefit to NFI management and packet scheduling. While when SFCs are deployed across many servers, traffic repeats round-trip transmission between Switch Fabric and RP. This not waste limited resources, but also makes traffic disorder, efficiency of SFC weak and hence system performance poor.
B. Related Work
There are many researches and algorithms focusing on network functions placement. The literature [10] proposes the VNF-CP (VNF chain placement) problem for maximizing the utilization of server node resources, while it is essentially different from our optimization goal. Literature [11] proposes heuristic algorithm which sets distance cost and establishment cost of NFV as optimization goal to solve NFV-LP (NFV Location Problem). This is not fit to our architecture as we only consider distance cost. Literature [12] proposes Green algorithm to turn off as many free servers as possible, but it does not consider the distribution statement of traffic. Literature [13] focus on the problem of NFV placement under mixed scenes, but it does not consider inter-traffic between servers. Literature [14] aims at minimum traffic cost, but it still needs optimization. Since most algorithms, either need optimization themselves, or is not fit to our architecture, we will propose heuristic algorithm based on Fiduccia-Mattheyses (FM) algorithm [15] . Aiming at minimum inter-traffic between Switch Fabric and RP, this algorithm is able to ensure the performance of whole switching system.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
A. System Model
In network, packets correspond to specific SFCs, which contain bandwidth requirement of traffic, specific order of NFs and resource requirement of each NF. A specific SFC request can be expressed as SFC1 and SFC2 in Fig. 2(a) , during which the numbers above links between NF nodes represent bandwidth and the numbers in the rectangle on the node represent resource consumption of each NF. By merging the same NFs in each SFC, such as and contained in SFC1 and SFC2 in Fig. 2(a) , all of the SFCs can be described as a weighted directed acyclic graph (SFC-Graph) = ( , ) shown in Fig. 2(b) . The vertex of the graph represents a network function; the resource consumption of corresponding NF is ; the edge ∈ of the graph indicates that there is traffic between and and the bandwidth is ( ). The standard of the IETF service function chain allows the same type of network functions to deploy multiple Network NFIs to achieve high availability and load balance. Based on SFC-Graph, the number of NFIs is calculated according to the load condition of each NF. This is co-decided by the volume of total traffic arriving at the NF, remaining resources of each server node and goals of load balancing and high availability. Then, based on calculation, SFC-Graph is transformed into weighted acyclic graph SFC-iGraph with granularity of NFIs. One transforming result of Fig. 2(b) is shown in Fig. 3(a) . In some cases, there are some relevancy constraints on the traffic redistribution of input and output between adjacent NFs when splitting NFs. Those relevancy constraints which indicates that some traffic could connect directly to next level of NFIs make it possible to optimize SFC-iGraph. One possible optimized result of Fig. 3(a) is as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Comparing the two figures, we know that the linking condition between NFIs is simpler and traffic direction is clearer. So, in RPSA, the problem of function placement under resources constraint equals to deploying NFI nodes in the optimized SFC-iGraph to servers rationally.
B. Mathematical Modeling
In order to minimize the inter-traffic between Switch Farbric and RP under the RPSA architecture, we adapt the optimization theory to model the above NF placement problem into a 0-1 integer programming problem.
The optimization goal is as function (1) shown. Under this structure, the optimizing objects are links between NFs and we only consider unidirectional link. In this function, represents the traffic cost between server and Switch Fabric;
represents unit cost of link; represents link resource consumption.
In this paper, we regard limited CPU capacity as the constraint of total resource of servers in RP and assume that every server could offer same resource capacity. represents the number of NFI and represents resource consumption on every NFI. Therefore, the total consumption on all NFI should be less than the total CPU capacity
Meanwhile, constraint of link bandwidth is shown as following.
represents requirement bandwidth of SFC.
, :
What's more, we use 0-1 integer variable to indicate whether one particular network function is deployed on node n, and use 0-1 integer variable to indicate whether particular node n carries any NFI. and need to meet following variable constraints: 
Finally, the number of service nodes is limited by the number of ports of switches: n n N x P (8) IV. MFMTP ALGORITHM According to the 0-1 integer programming model proposed in section III, we stipulate the network function placement as Graph Partition (GP) problem which is usually a NP-hard problem. Most existing researchers obtain solution of NP-hard problem through heuristic and approximation algorithm [16] . There is no polynomial time algorithm to solve the problem when ≠ . Therefore, based on FM algorithm which is fit for graph partitioning, we propose heuristic MFMTP algorithm to accommodate to RPSA architecture. FM algorithm and Relevancy Degree (RD), which will firstly be introduced in the remaining of this section are important to support MFMTP.
A. Design of Algorithm
The FM algorithm, a widely used heuristic algorithm based on mobile iteration, can effectively solve the problem of graph partitioning. Firstly, FM algorithm gives a set of initial divisions and the equilibrium condition in the dividing process. It also defines the reduction of objective function when one vertex is moved to another partition subset as vertex gain. Then it moves the point which has the maximum gain in every iteration to improve current graph partition. This point has to satisfy equilibrium condition. FM algorithm does not stop iterating until no more gain mean to increase.
Because the typical application scenario of the FM algorithm [15] is not suitable for this structure and the vertex gain of NFIs in SFC-iGraph needs to reflect the inter-traffic between graph partitions (namely servers), this paper improves the FM algorithm to better adapt to the network function placement.
To help take into the relevancy between servers into account, we also define a new index RD to measure the flow relation between NFIs.
= ( , ) is used to represent traffic matrix among NFI nodes, namely the edge weight of the directed acyclic SFC-iGraph. Under the condition of having already obtained initial function placement solution, the relation between a NFI node ∈ and server k is defined as external cost , , described in following form:
The internal cost of one NFI is defined as:
, : n n x x k n N n k I c (10) , n k RD is defined as the difference between , n k E and : , , n k n k n RD E I (11) As shown in Fig. 4 , taking and as an example could illustrate the conception of RD well. The RDs to indicate relevancy between and Server 1, between and Server 3 are 0 and -30 respectively; the RDs to indicate relevancy between and Server 1, between and Server 2 are both 20. RD reflects the condition of inter-traffic between servers. The larger the , is, the larger vertex gain is if we move node n into server k. Therefore, the MFMTP algorithm uses RD as an important guideline to adjust and optimize placement solution. MFMTP algorithm is designed as following two stages: 1) Initial placement: Firstly, MFMTP conducts Depth First Search (DFS) on SFC-iGraph. Then, considering the cost of servers, it selects server with minimum Remaining Resource Capacity (RRC) greedily for each NFI node which it has traversed under bandwidth constraint. If there are more than one server meeting the condition, First Come First Served (FCFS) strategy is adopted. After DFS traversing all the nodes, algorithm gets a set of initial placement solutions P, and each partition in the P represents a server.
2) Optimization: Based on RD, MFMTP optimizes the initial placement to realize minimum inter-traffic between Fabric Switch and RP in this stage. If NFI satisfies the resource capacity of server and bandwidth, algorithm moves NFI nodes from big to small RD to destination servers and updates RD of adjacent NFIs, which is called a move. When the NFI is moved, it will be locked in this iteration until next iteration. Therefore, after the first iteration, all , of the NFI nodes are locked. MFMTP algorithm selects m moves to get maximum sum of , from all mobile nodes. It keeps the m moves of NFI and revokes the remaining | | − moves, thus obtaining the optimal solution of P.
Following is the pseudocode of MFMTP Algorithm: Calculate , between NFI node n and initial solution ( ∉ ), put , into max heap 5: 
MFMTP Algorithm
while < do 6: if ( ) ≥ ,( ) ≥
B. Analysis of Time Complexity
In this section, time complexity of the MFMTP algorithm is analyzed.
First, the number of NFI nodes in SFC-iGraph is defined as n, the number of edges is m and the number of graph partitions (server numbers) obtained by initial solution is k. At the initial placement stage, time complexity of DFS for SFC-iGraph is ( * + ).
At optimization stage, time complexity is decided by one iteration that is divided into three steps: (1) The first step is to get legal RD from the maximum heap. It takes ( * ) to get data from heap. Under the worst condition, it is necessary to traverse all RDs, so the time complexity for one legal RD is ( * * ( * )). And considering that the maximum number of cycles is n, time complexity of the first step is O( * k * (n * k); (2) The second step is to update all RDs of NFI nodes that are influenced by the update of , . It is obvious that the upper limit of the number of NFI nodes equals to the degree of n. Time complexity for once update of general maximum heap is ( ). In this function N represents the number of elements in the heap, so total time complexity for updating , is (∑( ( ) * ( * ))) . ( ) indicates the degree of node n. Considering that the sum of node degree is two times that of edges, total time complexity for the second step of MFMTP algorithm is ( * ( * )); 3) the third step is to choose the m biggest , and this step can be implemented by enumeration, so time complexity is ( ).
To sum up, the total time complexity of the MFMTP algorithm is (( + ) * ( * )).
V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
A. Environmental Setup
In this experiment, we set 6 types of NFs by investigating the commonly used NFs in the industry at present [17] , [18] . A SFC is randomly composed of [1,6] kinds of NFs and each NF is composed of [1,5] NFIs randomly. The traffic volume between NFIs in SFC-iGraph is distributed uniformly in [100,600], and the computing resource requirements for each NFI node are uniformly distributed in [100,600]. The computing resource and bandwidth resource of each server in RP are 1000. FIRM algorithm is used to address packet scheduling. Traffic arrives according to the Bernoulli process.
B. Performance Index
In this paper, the following three indexes are used to verify the performance of MFMTP:
NF interactive traffic: The inter-traffic between Switch Fabric and NFP. Less inter-traffic indicates less invalid transmission. Average iteration times Average iteration times at the optimization stage is used to measure convergence rate of the algorithm. Throughput: larger throughput of the switching system indicates greater transmitting and data processing capacity. So the larger throughout is, the more reasonable the placement of the NF is. As no related works involves the problem of network function within nodes, we compare MFMTP algorithm with Greedy for First Fit (GFF) algorithm whose theory is widely used [16] . GFF algorithm adopts the first fit strategy to meet the current resource and link constraint of each server node for NFI placement.
C. Simulation Results
The inter-traffic comparison results of MFMTP and GFF is shown in Fig. 5 . From it we can firstly see that the average inter-traffic size of both algorithms become larger with the increase of NFI nodes in SFC-iGraph. In addition, we know that for SFC-iGraph with same number of NFI nodes, MFMTP performs better and the more the nodes are, this priority is more obvious. When node number is larger than 20 (namely 20,25,30), compared with GFF, inter-traffic volume of MFMTP decreases 5.7%, 7.1% and 7.8% respectively. This is because when faced with complicated SFC-iGraph, MFMTP has more room to improve on the base of initial solutions. 6 , the distribution of average iteration times of MFMTP algorithm under different SFC-iGraph structures, demonstrates that the MFMTP algorithm can complete the solution within three iterations (including the initial placement where no optimization adjustment is needed, so the number of iteration is 1), which is in line with the theoretical expectation. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that MFMTP algorithm has good convergence for different SFC-iGraph and traffic volume. Fig. 7 compares the throughput obtained by the MFMTP algorithm and GFF algorithm under different SFC-iGraph structures. It can be seen from the experimental results that the throughput performance of the MFMTP algorithm is better than that of GFF algorithm, even though under some specific conditions where the number nodes is small, they have near performance. Through the analysis of the simulation results, we know that MFMTP algorithm performances well in throughput, time complexity and convergence. As RPSA is a relatively complicated and completed node architecture, it is reasonable to conclude that MFMTP algorithm is efficient to solve network functions placement in more general conditions. VI. CONCUSION From the aspect of "middleboxes", increasing network-based services and applications demand NVFs to complement and even replace them. To consummate NFV, many challenges need to be conquered. Among all the challenges, network functions placement within nodes is seldom considered. In this paper, we choose RPSA to illustrate this problem and propose heuristic MFMTP algorithm, by using optimization theory, to model the placement problem to Binary BIP. The simulation results show that this algorithm has practical value and could be applied to more general scenarios to address network functions placement within nodes. At the same time, with the work in literature [1], RPSA could implement both the management of network functions and packet scheduling from the level of architecture, namely a completely closed loop is formed within switching node.
As perspectives for future work, firstly, we plan to further consummate this model and test performance of other algorithms under this model. We also plan to expand this architecture to large-scale networking, such as 3-Clos where switching nodes could collaborate to provide resource reservation and path configure in advance for some traffic with high priority. Based on that, we plan to transfer the testing scenarios from off-line network to in-line network where neutral network algorithm will be adopted to manage both packet scheduling and network functions placement. Generally speaking, applying our switch architecture to more complicated and practical network is mainly task in future.
